Nominee Details:
Name: Albert Peterson
Job Title: Director, Product
Company: Travelers Insurance Company
LinkedIn profile: https://www.linkedin.com/in/albert-peterson-953b0470

From the Nominator:
How long have you known the nominee? And in what capacity?
2 years
Describe ways in which the nominee has demonstrated a commitment to the industry via activities in their
company, involvement with professional organizations such as PLUS, or other extracurricular activities related
to PL.
Albert, has exhibited great leadership qualities in his short time with Travelers. His demeanor, skill set, can do and
positive attitude, and willingness to learn and lead projects is impressive. I hold Albert in the highest regard.
How has this person already uniquely contributed to the PL industry?
His thoughtful analysis and use of data analytic tools is a unique combination that sets him apart from everyone
else.
Why do you consider this person to be an emerging leader in the PL industry?
He is a sharp guy who is articulate and engaging - traits that should serve him well going forward.

Nominator’s Details:
Name: Tim Stimac
Job Title: Senior Product Director
Company: Travelers Insurance Company

From the Nominator:
How long have you known the nominee? And in what capacity?
I have known Albert for two years. I am a co-worker.
Describe ways in which the nominee has demonstrated a commitment to the industry via activities in their
company, involvement with professional organizations such as PLUS, or other extracurricular activities related
to PL.
Albert is interested in and active with PLUS. He searches for ways to engage and actively shares information with
his colleagues.

How has this person already uniquely contributed to the PL industry?
Albert is on the forefront of analyzing new risk and creating new product for public company and excess risks for
Travelers.
Why do you consider this person to be an emerging leader in the PL industry?
Albert brings underwriting, brokerage, and carrier experience together to create intelligent and effective product
solutions to market.

Nominator’s Details:
Name: Charles Simonson
Job Title: Director
Company: Travelers

From the Nominator:
How long have you known the nominee? And in what capacity?
2 years; I am his manager.
Describe ways in which the nominee has demonstrated a commitment to the industry via activities in their
company, involvement with professional organizations such as PLUS, or other extracurricular activities related
to PL.
Albert is involved with the local PLUS chapter.
How has this person already uniquely contributed to the PL industry?
Albert is using his prior insurance agency experience to learn the product development side of drafting,
maintaining, consulting, and training of management liability coverage and forms.
Why do you consider this person to be an emerging leader in the PL industry?
Albert's quick learning, great attitude, and progressive professional experience poises him to be successful in the
Management Liability insurance industry.

Nominator’s Details:
Name: Gabriel Rangel
Job Title: 2nd Vice President of Product Development
Company: Travelers

From the Nominator:
How long have you known the nominee? And in what capacity?
1.5 years. Co-worker
Describe ways in which the nominee has demonstrated a commitment to the industry via activities in their
company, involvement with professional organizations such as PLUS, or other extracurricular activities related
to PL.
Albert has been heavily involved with PLUS, including working to recruit individuals he works with to participate in
PLUS activities and conferences.
How has this person already uniquely contributed to the PL industry?
Albert has pushed the importance of learning more about PL that we can use in our day to day work through
education provided by PLUS.
Why do you consider this person to be an emerging leader in the PL industry?
Albert's history of working both on the broker and carrier side, and his knowledge of insurance, positions him well
to be a leader. He is dedicated to the profession, as seen by his continued involvement with PLUS.

Nominator’s Details:
Name: Thomas Lauria
Job Title: Senior Director of Product
Company: Travelers

